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Executive summary
We have surveyed over 300 defined contribution (DC) pension scheme managers,
trustees and sponsors at a crucial juncture for workplace savings. The past few
years have seen an acceleration in the rate of change in DC pensions, with the start
of auto-enrolment, the 2014 Budget changes (the Freedom and Choice agenda)
and the regulation of costs via the charge cap. At the same time the Pensions
Regulator and Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) have issued guidance in a wide

‘Better member outcomes’
— what does it mean and
how do we get there?

range of areas, trying to raise the bar on DC governance, to drive better member
outcomes. Our survey therefore captures the first signs of a ‘brave new world’
for UK DC arrangements. The time is ripe for change. There is little doubt that
DC is the future of pension provision in the UK and we need to set in place the
structures, systems and robust solutions that will support our future pensioners.

Better member outcomes
Our findings highlight that many

Getting the right
governance model

DC schemes have set ‘better member

To deliver better member outcomes,

outcomes’ as a key objective — but they

scheme governance has to be right.

are struggling with the practicalities

Governance has its challenges — not

of how to achieve this. Generally

least in ensuring that the model

they have made significant strides

adopted truly adds value rather than

in relation to investment choices

being a tick-box exercise. Best practice

and considering the impact of the

continues to evolve in this area and we

Freedom and Choice agenda. But

consider how the type and structure

there is still much to do in terms of

of a DC scheme can reduce the

how the ‘better outcomes’ target is

management time and effort

measured and monitored and how real,

involved — while still delivering

sustainable improvements are made.

better member outcomes.

We have focused our research on the key

Has anything really changed
in the last 10 years?

areas required to deliver better member
outcomes and in this report we cover:
• How as an industry we need to
improve our measurement and
monitoring of member outcomes.
•

Engagement with members,
particularly around how we
communicate with them.

We also look back and compare
the position to 10 years ago. It is
remarkable to see how many of
the basic concerns are unchanged
although many of the solutions and the
degree of complexity being managed
have developed dramatically.

• What a good investment solution
looks like in relation to defaults,
lifestyle and self-select options. There
has also been a need for review to
reflect the Freedom and Choice
options — but have we got it right?
• How schemes are supporting
members in their increased choice
of retirement income options.
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Demographics of
survey participants
We had a total of 330 responses to Aon’s DC Survey 2015. These represented a total
of 297 schemes with nearly 1.2 million members and just over £33bn of DC assets.
The research encompassed a very wide range of DC schemes, including occupational
trust based schemes and contract based schemes, those that have DC as the main
provision, DC as part of a hybrid scheme or DC as an AVC vehicle within a DB plan,

330 responses, 1.2 million
members and £33bn
of DC assets.

as well as a broad range of scheme sizes. What is perhaps surprising is that, despite
the broad range of structures and sizes, the experiences and views expressed through
the survey are often very similar. Where we have seen differences by type or size,
we have highlighted them.

The responses came mainly

Chart 1 — Type of respondent

from trustees, scheme sponsors
Other
6%

and pensions managers. The
‘other’ category contained a
range of roles including in-house
specialists, advisers and

Trustee and
scheme sponsor
3%

Pensions manager,
secretary to trustees
43%

industry bodies.
Trustee
23%

Scheme sponsor
24%

The survey responses covered

Chart 2 — Size of DC scheme or DC section

schemes of all different sizes,
from the very small to those with

£501m+
12%

significant assets, greater than
£500m. In the rest of this report
we have generally described

£351–500m
4%

£0–20m
34%

DC schemes with more than
£100m of assets as large DC
schemes and we use ‘DC

£101–350m
17%

scheme’ to mean a standalone
DC scheme or a DC section
of a wider scheme.

£51–100m
15%
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£21–50m
18%

The survey gained good

Chart 3 — Number of active DC members

representation both from
schemes with a small number
of active members, to the

10,001+
12%

largest with more than
10,000 active members.

0–250
24%

5,001–10,000
7%

2,001–5,000
17%

251–2,000
40%

Schemes generally had a

Chart 4 — Number of deferred DC members

smaller number of deferred
10,001+
7%

members than active members,
which is perhaps a product of
auto-enrolment leading to a
surge in active membership. It
was also interesting that there

5,001–10,000
7%
2,001–5,000
6%

was significantly less visibility

0–250
45%

of deferred members. 14% of
respondents did not know
how many deferred members
they had, whereas only 3%
did not know the size of their
active population.
251–2,000
36%
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Over half of the respondents

Chart 5 — Type of DC scheme

currently have an occupational
DC scheme, just under 40%
have a Group Personal Pension

Other
2%

Master trust
4%

Plan and about 4% have a
master trust.
DC occupational
pension scheme
(trust-based)
55%

Group personal
pension
38%

Jargon busting
Master trust
A master trust is a multi-employer occupational
pension scheme where each employer has its own
section within the master trust arrangement. Employers
access the master trust via a participation deed. There
is one legal trust and therefore one trustee board.
The trustee retains decision-making independence for
each section on the provision of services, eg, funds,
administration features, communication tools. The
decisions over benefit and contribution levels typically
reside with the employer.
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The search for better
member outcomes
The Pensions Regulator should be pleased to see that better member outcomes is
the top objective of the respondents to the Aon DC Survey 2015. However, they
may have more concern that two-thirds of respondents do not know what the
expected replacement ratio would be for their members and only 16% receive regular

Only 16% receive regular
management information
on outcomes.

management information on progress against target member outcomes. While better
member outcomes are not only about replacement ratios, they are a useful yardstick
for trustees, sponsors and members to understand what their likely level of retirement
income will be.
Best practice is developing quickly and although some of the larger schemes have
focused resources in this area, there is clearly a long way to go before all schemes have
a true understanding of the member outcomes that they are trying to improve.

57% of respondents gave

Chart 6 — Objectives in scheme’s business plan

better member outcomes as
an objective in their business
plan, closely followed by
the supporting objectives of
increasing member engagement
and specific communication
goals, both with around 45%.

60

50

%
57%

46%

40
33%

These all look like positive moves.
In addition, other objectives

45%

30
24%

expressed by respondents
included specific investment-

20

related objectives, objectives
around the DC quality standards

9%

10

6%

and the aim to improve
management information.
It was concerning that 6% did
not have a business plan or did

0
Better
Specific
Evidence of
Higher
Increased
member communication increased administration employee
outcomes
goals
member
standards
take-up
engagement

Other

Do not
know / No
business plan

not know what the objectives
in the plan were for their DC
scheme. This sounds like a classic
case of ‘fail to plan; plan to fail’.
We believe that all schemes
should have a business plan, set
objectives for their DC scheme
and then monitor progress
against those objectives.

Jargon busting
Replacement ratio
This is the ratio of retirement income as a
proportion of pre-retirement earnings.
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The most common definition of a member outcome is the expected ‘replacement ratio’.
So to get better member outcomes you need to know what your benefit design might
achieve. We asked respondents if they knew what the replacement ratio would be for a
member who stayed in their scheme for their whole career. Over two-thirds said they
did not know and for smaller schemes this rose to over 75%. Even among
large schemes, just under half did not know this ratio.

Most schemes do not have
a baseline against which to
measure improvements in
member outcomes.

Chart 7 — Knowledge of expected replacement ratio

Yes
32%

No
68%

The next step after knowing what the replacement ratio is for a specimen member
staying their whole career in the scheme, is to consider the replacement ratios of
actual scheme members, allowing for their different ages, salaries, and existing
retirement savings. Only 16% of respondents said that this was part of the management
information that they receive regularly (see Chart 26 for more details on management
information received).
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Sample analysis for understanding
of member outcomes
Specimen member replacement ratio over whole career
This shows the replacement

Chart 8 — Expected replacement ratios for specimen scheme

ratio from just this employment;
%

obviously members who join

50

expect to get their full private
savings from this one source.
However you can see that the
expected replacement ratio
of the under 35 year olds is
generally about 12%, which
is not going to deliver an
adequate retirement income.
The key question for schemes

Replacement ratio at retirement

later in their career would not

45
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25
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like this is — how can they
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improve this picture?
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report we look at what schemes
are doing to improve outcomes
through member engagement,
investment solutions and
retirement income options.

In 2014 we undertook research

Chart 9 — What do members expect as a replacement ratio?

with Cass Business School to

%

and want from their DC scheme.
The most common response was
of a retirement income of about a
third of their salary at retirement.
So there is clearly some
awareness among members that
the ‘two-thirds pension’ under
the DB model is no longer a
reality in the DC world.

Expected pension as proportion of current salary

consider what members expect
State pension

4%

Less than 10%

3%

10% to 20%

13%

21% to 50%

44%

More than 50%

18%

Don’t know

18%

%
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Once a scheme has put a plan

Chart 10 — Member A aged 35

in place, it is important to
measure its success. This scheme
monitors four sample members
Total change

each quarter to understand
how their replacement ratio

Change in
annuity rates

has changed.

Actual change in
assets vs expected
Change in
return assumption
Change in
expected salary
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Change in replacement ratio

Some schemes will focus on

Chart 11 — Multiple of pay needed to be on track

income as the member outcome

%

whereas others may decide to

14

focus on size of pot. An average
member’s savings needed to

12

maintain their standard of living
10

benefits) might be around 11
times their pay. Chart 11 shows
the steps along the way for
someone who starts saving at the

Multiple of pay

at retirement (allowing for state

age of 25, heading for this target

8
6
4

at age 65.
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Age

Members’ understanding of their own replacement ratio and what they can do to improve it
Once the trustees and sponsor understand the baseline for

The key here is to keep it simple with a clear call to action — in

their members, the next step is to make sure that members

this case it was to attend the next pensions clinic.

understand their own replacement ratio or income multiple and
what they can do to improve it. Clearly you want to use language
that is not ‘replacement ratio’ at this point! On the next page is
an example of a mini-statement for a member that could help
their understanding and allow them to engage in the decisions
they can easily take around how much to save.

One scheme that did this saw an 85% increase in the amount
of contributions made. For them the National Insurance (NI)
savings through salary sacrifice more than outweighed the costs
of the communication exercise. So although the extra pension
contributions were clearly a cost to the employer, they saw those
extra benefits valued by employees and the extra expense of
engaging employees was covered by the NI savings.
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Significant action needed
to improve measuring
and monitoring better
member outcomes.
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Making engagement engaging
Engagement with members is an important part of DC scheme management — there
is much that a DC member needs to understand in order to improve their personal

Trustees and sponsors
see themselves as key
sources of communication
education and support
for members.

outcome. Our DC member research with Cass Business School in 2014 showed that
over one third of members expected to make the decision about how to take their
retirement income themselves or just with the help of family or friends. So it is clearly
important that schemes and employers support the level of independence members
wish or expect to have.
It is currently a great time to engage with members as they are showing more interest
in pensions than usual. As an industry we need to capitalise on the publicity that
DC pensions are getting, in order to help members help themselves towards those
elusive better member outcomes.
It is clear from our 2015 survey that respondents believe that

We believe providers have an important role in supporting

trustees and sponsors are the key sources of communication,

employers and schemes to engage with their members, but

education and support for members, whatever type of DC

increasingly employers are recognising the need to engage

scheme they have. When we dug a bit deeper, though, there

with their specific workforce to address their specific needs.

were some surprising results:

We also see financial wellness coming to the fore, making use

• For trust-based schemes, the employer is seen as the

of technology to allow employees to get a true picture of their

most important source, not the trustees. Is this trustees

total net worth — linking together their bank accounts, savings,

passing the buck, or a gauntlet thrown down to trust-based

investments, shares, property, credit cards, loans, mortgages

schemes (particularly those with large deferred member

and pensions. This enables employers to show how workplace

populations) to raise their game in this area?

pensions fit into the spectrum of personal savings and helps

• The government’s role is considered to be much more
important by respondents with master trusts or GPPs as

break down some of the mystique associated with pensions —
a key part of improving engagement.

their DC vehicle. In contrast, among trust-based schemes,
the government is only seen as the fourth most important
source of information.
• Nearly half of schemes are relying on their provider to
undertake this important role.

Chart 12 — Whose role is it to communicate with, to educate and to support members?
%
80

77%

70
60

59%

50

45%

40
31%

30
20
10

5%

0
Trustee
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Employer

Government

Provider

Other

Most schemes recognise that multiple methods of communicating with members are
required to ensure member engagement and to meet legislative requirements. They are
commonly using half a dozen methods to communicate with their members, although
master trusts (as the newer solution) have generally built more and different methods
into their systems from the outset.
The key here is using the right method at the right time for your members. This is where

Employee understanding
and segmentation is vital.

employee understanding and segmentation becomes important, ensuring members
receive targeted, relevant information rather than being put off by ‘information
overload’. Different individuals will respond to different media for communicating the
same message and therefore a multi-media approach is likely to be more effective in
driving the required member actions and outcomes.

Chart 13 — How many ways do you communicate with members?
Trust-based

%
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Schemes are using face-to-face, paper and modern technology to reach out to their members.
Larger schemes generally have more options available to communicate with their members.
Booklets, websites and helplines are the most popular methods of communication, with websites
being almost universal as a way to communicate DC schemes. Many other communication
methods were highlighted including newsletters, videos, posters and intranet banners. Only
around one in eight schemes mentioned offering advice from an Independent Financial Adviser —
either paid for by the member or by the employer. The combination of lack of advice from a real
adviser, coupled with a desire for members to do it themselves, suggests to us a real need for some
form of automated or algorithmic advice to deal with the most common questions — robo advice
is coming!

Chart 14 — How many ways do you communicate with members?
%
100

94%
85%

80
69%
61%

60

59%
50%

40

33%

32%

20

12%

12%

Paper

Email

At retirement /
drawndown modeller

Savings modeller

Website

Booklet

Pre-retirement seminars

IFA support —
paid for

IFA support —
member pays

Member presentations

Access to helplines

Face-to-face comms

Text messaging

1%

0

Technology

The Australian experience
In the Australian market where DC is much more mature (their equivalent of the
auto-enrolment journey started in 1992) the Investment Trends' Advice and Limited
Advice report shows that advice is still only taken by around 20% of members. Those
that receive advice do not think it is all that helpful, on average rating it only 5.5 out
of 10, with the typical advice pack running to over 30 pages. Those who choose not to
receive advice do not rate themselves as financially sophisticated but often state they
do not have enough funds to make the cost of advice worthwhile. Members prefer
face-to-face contact but Generation X and Generation Y (ie, those under age 50 and
age 35, respectively) much more willing to access guidance online.
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Finding the right
investment structure
When you ask people about their DC scheme, they often

as renewed interest in target date funds, new delegated

jump to the topic of investments. Investment is central to

offerings and the green shoots of providers seeking ways

getting good outcomes, once the level of input to a DC

to allow investing through retirement. The market is far

scheme has been settled. Investment performance was the

from settled as yet — we can expect further innovation

top piece of management information regularly received

and change in the years to come.

by DC scheme trustees and sponsors (see Chart 26
for more details on management information received).

Investments are exciting but very challenging — and

There have been major changes in the last year that have

to manage across their lifecycle; in effect, trustees and

impacted DC schemes and particularly their investment

sponsors have to decide how much to manage on behalf

strategies. The combination of the end of compulsory

of their members. The chart below illustrates some of

annuitisation and the 75bps charge cap have both

the key risks. Any ‘stay invested’ or drawdown glidepath

caused many schemes to review their approach to DC

should be designed to manage these key risks before and

investments. There has also been rapid innovation such

after retirement.

scary — for scheme members. There are significant risks

Model of DC member’s account using a typical investment strategy

Fixed income
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Focus on equity
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inflation protection
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Unexpected
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Investment and
spending managed
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Our analysis suggests that members fall into three broad categories in terms of the
support they want in relation to investment:
•

Do it for me. This is usually those who fall into the default option. Remember that
in a typical scheme about 90% of members are in the default investment strategy.

• 
I can do it. These members usually want a relatively small range of lifestyle
strategies, for example, where the member only selects the type of benefit they
want at retirement. We hope that all members become I can do it by five years
before retirement. There are also some members who want I can do it earlier — for
them this is usually a small range of objective based funds, often the underlying
building blocks to the lifestyle strategies in Do it for me.
•

I want full control. This group of members (usually a small proportion of the
membership) is actively engaged in their investment decisions and willing to
manage their choices on a regular basis. We believe that this is best managed by
10–12 white-labelled freestyle funds that allow people to focus on specific asset
classes or specific ideas such as Shariah or ethical funds.

Do it for me

I can do it
I want full control

We analysed what schemes have been doing in each of these three areas.

The US experience — what we can learn
For members who choose I can do it during their working life or who
choose I want full control, schemes need to make sure that they make good
investment choices and do not overreact to market news. Our research in
the more mature US DC market in our report Help in DC Contribution Plans
shows that in 401k plans members who make their own decisions typically
achieve 3.3% pa lower returns than those who receive help in the form
of target date funds, managed accounts or online help. Looking under
the surface of this figure, this is often because they buy high and sell low,
whether that is a particular stock or a manager. This effect was particularly
noticeable in the recent market volatility when we saw trading on 24 August
2015 ‘Black Monday’ at seven times the usual trading levels; active US DC
members were generally switching out of equities, often selling at a low.
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Do it for me
Given how important the investment default is, it is pleasing to see that about
two- thirds of respondents had reviewed their default investment option in the last
year and about nine out of ten had done so in the last three years. For those who have
not reviewed their investment default since the 2014 Budget, this should be a high
priority as they risk failing their members’ needs.
Getting the default right is crucial since it will typically impact on 90% of scheme
members. Defaults are now far more challenging decisions, because we need a positive
decision on how retirement savings will be spent. From the perspective of employers

One in ten schemes have
not reviewed their
investment default in the
last three years.

and trustees, there is a greater emphasis on taking account of scheme-specific
membership. The default will not get it right for everyone but can draw on market
trends and the individual scheme structure and demographics. For example, if the
members typically have a significant proportion of their total pension savings in a
closed DB section, then what they need from their DC scheme is very different to
members whose main saving is DC. Similarly, if your typical member will only have
a small DC pot at retirement, and no other pension savings, then this may have an
implication for their retirement choice.
Importantly, these needs will change over time as DC schemes evolve. It is not just
the case that the past may not be a reliable guide to the future — but that the future
(near term) may be no reliable guide to the future (long term). Understanding your
membership now, and in the future, is crucial.

Our research shows that

Chart 15 — What does the default investment option target at retirement?

about 40% of schemes are still
targeting the use of an annuity
at retirement. This is perhaps
surprising given the expectation
that many more people will
select drawdown or cash under
the ‘Freedom and Choice’

Combination of
some of annuity,
cash, drawdown
44%

Annuity
39%

agenda. It may be that annuities
meet the members’ needs — or
it may be a reflection of the
philosophy that when members
originally joined the scheme
the expectation was annuity
purchase on retirement, and
members will need to make a
conscious decision to invest in

Drawdown
11%

Cash
6%

a different way.
However 55% of schemes have
moved away from an annuity
target and are now targeting
some mix of assets at retirement.
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Our analysis of when schemes last reviewed their default option showed a strong
trend away from annuity purchase as the default target at retirement — although almost
one third of those who had reviewed in the last year still targeted annuity at retirement
(down from over two-thirds who had not reviewed for more than three years). Given
the radical change in how members can take their benefits, those who have not
reviewed should do so.

Two-thirds of schemes
were already compliant
with the 75bps charge cap
before its introduction.

It is apparent from those who have reviewed more recently that it has become a much
more challenging decision. They have to balance the conflicting needs of members
with small pots who want cash with members’ desire for long-term income. This is a
decision that will need to be kept under review as the demands from members and
products available develop.

Chart 16 — What does the default investment option target at retirement, given when it
was last reviewed?
%

Last year

1—3 years ago

Over 3 years ago

80
70

67%
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49%
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44%
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33%
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Annuity

Over two-thirds of respondents
did not have to make changes

Cash

4%

0%

Drawdown

Combination of some of
annuity, cash, drawdown

Chart 17 — Have you had to make changes to your default investment option
as a result of the introduction of the charge cap?

to their default in response to
the charge cap of 75bps. This
reflects that many schemes were
already meeting the standard.

Not yet, but
expect to do so
14%

Yes
15%

For those that have had to make
changes, almost half still felt they
had work to do — we hope this
was broader changes to their
strategy rather than specifically
meeting the 75bps charge cap
(due by April 2015).

No
71%
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Our question about new styles of investment options produced a fairly startling answer — two
out of five schemes did not know about the use of strategies such as white-labelled funds, or
target date funds. As an industry it seems clear that we have work to do in explaining some of the
emerging terminology. Larger funds are better informed in this area, although one in five is still
not familiar with the new approaches.

Jargon busting
White-labelling
The member chooses a type of fund — for example, a global growth fund — but it has
no fund manager’s name or specific product name. The scheme then ensures that the
fund managers selected fit the ‘white-labels’ but the underlying manager or managers
can be changed by the scheme without requiring member consent.
Lifestyling
A strategy where the member makes a single choice to select the lifestyle and their
savings are moved from higher risk/return funds to lower risk/return funds at predefined
periods before their selected retirement age. The strategy is designed by the scheme
and then the administrator implements the required movements between managers by
buying and selling units.
Target date fund
A fund that will move from a higher to a lower risk profile by the target retirement
date specified. The manager will decide on the pattern of derisking within the fund
depending on market conditions as well as the period to the targeted retirement date.
In effect a type of lifestyling where the changes are made inside the fund, rather than
through buying and selling units.
Delegated investment service (sometimes known as fiduciary management)
There is a range of what is delegated in these services but examples include:
•

Selecting and monitoring the platform provider

•

Designing the asset strategy for each white-label fund

•

Selecting and monitoring the fund managers

•

Risk management

•

Glidepath design

The first of our new areas was the use of white-labelled funds. We believe these have an important
role to play since they support the following:
• 
Easy change of a manager who no longer meets the scheme’s objectives. This governance
benefit should not be under-estimated.
• 
Better diversification as it allows more than one fund to be included in a single white label
objective. Schemes have often avoided offering niche investment strategies that would be
unsuitable for a DC member’s whole portfolio eg, commodities or emerging market debt, but
they can provide good diversification within a white-labelled fund.
• 
More disciplined rebalancing than a member would generally undertake building their
own portfolio.
Target date funds have become increasingly popular elsewhere — specifically in the US — but are
not yet mainstream in the UK. We believe that there are pros and cons to using target date funds
and the key question is how much clients wish to delegate. Using a target date fund means that
clients are delegating to the manager the ability to change the shape of the derisking strategy
within the fund.
More detailed analysis of the results behind this chart shows a greater use of white-labelled funds
by trust-based schemes, and a greater use of target date funds by master trusts.
Aon DC
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DC fiduciary market today
= DB fiduciary market
seven years ago.

The survey shows that some 7% of schemes are using delegated investment services.
We could conclude that the DC fiduciary market is at a similar point to the DB fiduciary
market seven years ago. (In the UK part of the 2008 Global Pension Risk Survey, 7% of
respondents were fully delegating their DB investments.) By contrast, in the UK part of
our 2015 Global Pension Risk Survey, the proportion that had fully delegated their DB
investments had doubled to 14%. Like the DB market, we do not expect a delegated
approach to be right for all DC schemes but we can fully expect growth in this area. The
pressures on trustee time for dealing with DC investment issues are just as great as in
the DB marketplace, and delegation seems a natural response as more schemes look to
outsource some of their governance burden.

Chart 18 — Do you use any of the following in your investments?
%
50
41%
40
35%

37%

30

20
12%
10

7%

0
White-labelling
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Blended funds

Delegated
investment
service

Target date funds

Do not know

I can do it
There is a clear split of views between those who offer only one lifestyle strategy and
those who offer three lifestyle strategies. In the I can do it group we can see a strong

Three lifestyle strategies
needed to target
the three forms of
retirement income.

argument for having three lifestyle strategies available that target the different ways
people will draw their benefit. We think people should be encouraged to select
between lifestyle strategies heading towards annuity, cash, or income drawdown and
members should be encouraged to make this choice as they start their derisking phase.
We understand that members may not know what they will do until fairly close to
retirement but, at five years away, we think it is reasonable for members to think about
how they expect to take their benefits. They can then pick a lifestyle choice accordingly
— even if they had previously been in the Do it for me group.

Chart 19 — Number of lifestyle strategies
%
50

46%
39%

40

30

20
11%
10
4%
0
1

2

3

More than 3

The detailed survey results show that among those who have reviewed their default
in the last year, there has been a movement away from having only one lifestyle
strategy. In addition, for those who reviewed more than three years ago, we suspect
that the reason for having three lifestyle options may have been very different to those
who have chosen three options in recent times. In the past, having multiple lifestyle
options was about offering members different risk levels for their investments, not
about targeting different forms of retirement income. So even those who have three
lifestyle strategies may not have the right three for the new regime if they have not
reviewed recently. Although it is possible to have more than three lifestyle strategies,
generally we find members in the I can do it group want only a simple decision to
make (around how to spend their retirement income), so having too many options
is counter-productive.
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The choices above are needed to support the different retirement income routes that
we identified in the 2014 DC member research we undertook with Cass Business School
which showed the following groupings:

Steady spender
35%

Flexibility foremost
15%

Continue to invest money to

Continue to invest and dip in

generate stable income,

as and when, can rely on State

may buy annuity later.

or other sources of income.

Residual required
5%
Continue to invest, generate
stable income, significant funds
set aside for long-term care
or bequest to family.

Early spender
10%

Certainity-seeker
35%

Will want the money as soon

Secure, stable guaranteed

as possible to spend, invest in

income for life via annuity.

property or generate high
income in early years.

This research showed members adopting very different approaches to spending
their retirement income, depending on their personal circumstances and aspirations.
For sponsoring employers and trustees of DC pension schemes, developing a
‘one-size-fits-all’ strategy is going to be an uphill struggle. But by observing the
themes above, employers and trustees can position themselves positively to meet
the challenges presented by the increasing complexity of their members’ wants and
needs. This will also be an evolving process as the workforce — with their balance of
historic DB benefits — changes along with their aspirations.
We have also looked at whether it matters that a member is in the ‘wrong’ lifestyle
strategy when approaching retirement – so for example they are targeting annuity
purchase, but then decide they will actually use a drawdown route. Clearly this is
important in setting the default for members who have not made a positive election
in the run up to retirement under the I can do it option. The implications are
potentially significant and the table overleaf shows why.
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70% of members want an
annuity style income – just
don’t call it an annuity.

Retirement option taken
Short term cash

Annuity

Long term income
Modest risk from not being

Cash

Asset allocation at retirement age

approach

Option and objective aligned

Cash provides a poor match for

invested in a drawdown

volatile annuity prices. Risk of

portfolio. However, potentially

rising annuity prices.

significant returns forgone by
investing in cash
Modest risk from not being

Annuity
approach

invested in a drawdown

Annuity matching funds are
volatile relative to cash. Risk of

Option and objective aligned

losing money if interest rates rise

portfolio. However,
potentially significant returns
forgone by investing in
pre-retirement funds

Drawdown
approach

Drawdown strategies invest in

Drawdown strategies invest in

higher risk funds as capital is not

higher risk funds as capital is not

expected to be taken in one go

expected to be taken in one go

Option and objective aligned

Multi asset

This strategy is unlikely to be a perfect match for any of the retirement options, but it can be designed

approach

to achieve an appropriate balance of return and volatility so as to minimise the risks

Consideration of this type of analysis can help employers and trustees decide on
the ‘least worst’ default option for members who fail to engage in the years before
retirement. No one solution will be suitable for all the permutations in the table
above, but it seems increasingly clear to us that a multi-asset approach can offer the
best compromise, effectively coming the closest to holding all three income strategies
open for members. Members who fail to engage could represent a significant
proportion of total members, so we expect to see them acting as a focus for product
development and innovation. A number of fund managers and providers have recently
launched pre-packaged 'off-the-shelf' solutions and we expect more development
in this area to come.
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I want full control
Self-select funds should be aimed at the members who say I want full control. But even then too
much choice can be bewildering and create an excessive governance burden. Getting the right mix
— while also considering the needs of an often vocal minority — is a careful balancing act.
It is interesting to see that in the self-select area, GPPs behave very differently to master trusts and
trust-based schemes. 72% of respondents with GPPs state they have more than 20 funds available,
and typically this will be all of the funds offered on the platform. By contrast, half of the trust-based
schemes offer just six to ten funds.

Chart 20 — How many self-select fund choices are offered in addition to any lifestyle options?
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%

Trust-based

Master trust

GPP

72%

70
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51%
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42%

40
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8% 9%

10
2%
0

0%

None

8%

9%

9%

2%
Up to 5

6–10

11–19

20 or more

We believe there are four key decisions that need to be made in order to get the self-select range correct:

1. The total number of funds made available

Active funds provide members with opportunities to add

of choice and flexibility to members to enable them

value, where appropriate. Offering passive funds helps to

to construct their own investment strategy. However,

keep the costs and associated governance requirements low.

as the number of funds increases, often members are
‘overwhelmed’ by choice and therefore more likely to opt
for the default strategy (ie, less engagement). Offering a
very large fund range may require a significant investment
in member financial education, as well as higher ongoing

4. Ethical and religious beliefs
There are specialist funds available that focus on these
areas and cater to those individuals who wish to invest
with a certain ideal or belief in mind.

monitoring requirements. The reality is that a wide fund

In practice we believe that schemes only need around a dozen

range is often driven by the needs of the provider rather

self-select funds in order to meet the needs of their I want

than the member.

full control members. Ideally these would be white-labelled

2. The different types of asset classes to include
Offering access to a range of different asset classes, from
low risk through to higher risk options, should provide
most members with the ability to tailor their investment
strategy to meet their risk and return preferences.
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3. Active versus passive options

Providing a large number of funds offers a high degree

DC Survey 2015

freestyle funds that allow people to focus on specific asset
classes or specific ideas such as Shariah or ethical funds. Having
white-labelled funds allows the most flexible governance should
an individual underlying fund manager need to be changed.

Summary of recommended investment structure

Do it for me
Default option

I can do it
Objective
based funds

Three alternative
lifestyle strategies

I want full control

10–12 white-labelled asset class funds
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Are members getting access
to the new flexibilities?
Given the Freedom and Choice changes, we thought it was important to check how
much flexibility schemes were offering, as we believe this will be a strong influence on
how members choose to take their benefits. In turn, how members take their benefits
will be an important contribution to whether outcomes meet the members’ needs.
So we have to get this part right if we are to achieve better member outcomes.

For this question we did help
the respondents by explaining

Chart 21 — Do you allow Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sums (UFPLS)
for a continuing member?

what an UFPLS (Uncrystallised
Funds Pension Lump Sum)
was, otherwise there was a risk
respondents would think it was

Do not know /
still under review
37%

Yes, as a one-off lump sum
12%
Yes, as a series of
lump sums up to a
maximum number
10%

the house Harry Potter could
have belonged to at Hogwarts!
UFPLS is a strong contender

Yes
30%

for the worst named piece of
pension terminology.

Yes, as a series of
lump sums with
no restrictions
8%

Respondents were split, with
roughly one third offering some
form of UFPLS access, one third
not offering UFPLS and one third
that didn't know or still had
this issue under review. Larger

No
33%

schemes were more likely to
offer some form of UFPLS access,
with nearly half offering some
form of UFPLS access.
Within the one third offering
UFPLS, respondents were again

Jargon busting

split fairly evenly between those

Pension Commencement Lump Sum (PCLS)

who only offer one bite at a

This is the proper name for what for years we have all been calling tax-free

lump sum, those who offer more

cash. It is the 25% you can take at retirement when you use the other 75%

than one bite up to a maximum

to buy an annuity or move into drawdown.

number, and those who will

Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum (UFPLS)

allow as many bites as the
member wishes.

A member takes one or a series of lump sums and each one is treated as 25%
tax-free, 75% taxed (as income at the member’s marginal tax rate).
Flexi-access Drawdown (FAD)
A member crystallises their whole pot and can take 25% tax-free as their PCLS,
but they do not buy an annuity with the remainder. Instead the member
draws income down over time as they wish from the crystallised funds. Each
drawdown is then taxed as income at the member’s marginal tax rate.
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From our conversations
with clients and providers, it

Chart 22 —Have you put a preferred drawdown solution in place
for your members?

seems accepted that very few
trust-based schemes are
going to offer access to a full
drawdown solution from within
their scheme. This is for good

Other
2%
Do not know
8%

Yes
15%

reason as they anticipate the
governance burden of looking
after members through to old

YesYes
or
30%
developing

age, as well as the complexity
of delivering advice and

43%

administration solutions.

Not yet, but currently
developing one
28%

Many schemes come from a
background where they would
see adding pensioners to their
DC offering as a regression to
the old DB days.

No
47%

However, many schemes are looking for alternative options that

For the 28% who are currently developing a preferred

deliver robust drawdown solutions to their members. With this

drawdown solution, there are some key issues they

in mind, just over 40% of respondents are either developing a

should consider:

preferred drawdown solution or have already put one in place.

• Does the investment strategy before retirement flow

This would be a pre-selected drawdown provider, external to
the scheme itself. Nearly half are clear that they are not going
to offer a preferred drawdown solution at the moment.

seamlessly into the investment strategy after retirement?
• Do the investment options provide an appropriate range
of target outcomes?
• Does the solution offer value for money for members,
through the economies of scale that the trustees or
employer can give to the provider?
• Are the tools and support for members clear, engaging
and flexible?
• Is the administration simple, and does it encourage
member interaction on a regular basis to ensure
they review their needs as their circumstances change
through retirement?
• Is the minimum size for the drawdown solution
appropriate for your membership?
Larger schemes are more likely to help their members
access flexibility with a preferred drawdown solution — only
37% of larger schemes have decided they will definitely
not offer this.
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In the 2014 research with Cass Business School, one in five
members expected to manage their drawdown pot through
some form of company pension plan with support from the
trustees or employer. This compared to 27% of members who
would seek IFA help and 26% who expected to manage the

Preferred drawdown
provider bridges gap
between member
expectations and what
schemes can provide.

drawdown themselves.

Chart 23 — Members’ expectations of how they would like their drawdown to be managed

Managed with the advice of an
independent financial advisor (IFA)

27%

I would manage these
investments for myself

26%

Managed within my company
pension plan, by the trustees
of the scheme or my employer

21%

Managed by a pension provider
(for example an insurance company)

16%

Don’t know

9%

0

5

This shows that there is a disconnect between what members
want and what schemes are intending to offer. The preferred
provider solution may be the right middle ground.
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A focus on governance
The range of approaches to governing a DC scheme has been increasing over the
last few years. In our survey, we looked at the significant pressures on the time available
to manage DC schemes, we explored the barriers to spending more time on managing
the DC scheme and we analysed the management information received.

One in five trustees
spend less than two
days a year on DC.

We investigated whether respondents were going to make changes to their
governance approach and their reasons for doing so. These changes can be big
changes about scheme type, delegation or bundling, or smaller changes about
management information. The focus on governance is important. Each of the three
main DC vehicles (own trust, master trust and GPP) has its own challenges and
demands. Poor governance can manifest itself in poorer member outcomes.

Time spent
Overall, respondents spent an average of over three days a quarter on DC matters.
It is promising that most trustees are now spending between three and five days a
quarter on DC issues — between 12 and 20 days a year. We would not have seen this
level of trustee input into DC a few years ago, especially if they also had a DB scheme to
worry about.
What is concerning is that one in five trustees are spending half a day or less a quarter
— less than two days a year — on DC matters. It is difficult to see how trustees can
successfully manage a DC scheme on just two days a year and meet their obligations
to understand and manage the five key areas highlighted by the Pensions Regulator in
their guidance The role of trustees in a DC scheme:
•

Investments

•

Costs and charges

•

Protection of assets

•

Contributions

•

Administration

Scheme sponsors have a very wide range of roles, of which pensions may only play a
small part. It may be excusable that many spend less than half a day per quarter on their
DC scheme, although it does beg the question whether they are getting out of the
scheme what they really want or need.
Responses from pensions managers and secretaries to trustees include individuals
where the DC scheme is their full time job and consequently they spend on average
about five days a quarter on DC matters.
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Chart 24 — How much time do you spend on DC matters per quarter?
Trustee

Scheme sponsor

Pensions manager / secretary to trustees

%
40
35

38%

33%

32%

32%

30%

30
25

22%
19%

19%

20

14%

15
11%
5%

5

11%

9%

10

8%

7%

5%

5%
2%

0
Less than
½ a day

½ day

Not all respondents felt that

1–2 days

3–4 days

5 days

More than
5 days

Chart 25 — What prevents you from spending more time on DC matters?

they were being prevented from
spending more time on DC
matters — about one third were
comfortable with the amount of

%
80
73%
70

time they are spending. Larger
schemes were better resourced
with 43% of respondents from
these schemes comfortable with
the amount of time they were
spending on DC matters.
The majority of respondents to
the survey did feel they were
not spending enough time on
DC matters. The top reason for
this was time pressure from the
day job — referenced by nearly
three quarters of respondents.
28% of respondents still felt that

60
50
40
28%

30
20

14%
10%

10

5%
Time pressure
from my day
job and other
commitments

DB takes
too much
of my time

Insufficient
support or
resource from
company
management

Insufficient
budget

Complexity

their DB scheme was taking up

30

too much of their time compared

In general this survey shows increased time and attention being

to DC matters, and this rose to

given to DC matters — but further changes may be needed to find

34% for pension managers and

the right governance model that addresses scheme objectives

secretaries to trustees.

within the available time and resource constraints.
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4%

0
Not enough
advice

Information monitored
Investment tops the list of the information respondents regularly receive —
nine out of ten schemes receive regular investment performance figures.
Items that are readily quantified are also often reported upon:
• 67% receive take-up figures for the different investment funds

Management information
has focused on what is easy
to measure, rather than
what is important.

• 70% measure the performance of their administrators against
service level agreements
• 52% receive website usage statistics
However, and most significantly, despite the mountain of reports filling out
quarterly reporting packs, only one in six schemes actually receives progress
reports against target member outcomes — despite saying that member
outcomes are a key objective.
The position is slightly better for trustees, who generally get more
regular reporting, but it is still concerning that only 26% of them receive
management information on progress against the target member outcomes.
Some respondents also receive other regular management information
including employee participation rates, employee contribution levels, audit
data tracking contribution payments and upcoming changes to legislation.
The answers from respondents show a significant disconnect between the
management information that is produced and the management information
that respondents would actually need to measure whether they are
successful against their key objectives.

Chart 26 — What scheme information do you regularly receive?
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Structure
Two big governance decisions
1. How much bundling?
A GPP bundles all of administration, platform, and communication strategy

Master trusts will
grow significantly in
the next five years.

into a single product. In contrast, occupational trust-based DC schemes can
choose how much to bundle and how much to buy based on the services they
find most suitable for their scheme. Master trusts are more likely to be able to
buy services in bulk.
2. How much delegation?
Again, a GPP represents a high level of delegation to the provider of the
relationship between the member and scheme. In contrast, an occupational
trust based DC scheme does not need to delegate that much. They usually
delegate day-to-day administration, and may choose whether or not to
delegate investment structures. The master trust is a compromise that
allows significant delegation but also allows more control, particularly
around communication.

Looking at the overarching

Chart 27 — DC governance structure

operational model, there

Trust-based

are three primary choices —

Master trust

GPP

Other

currently 55% of respondents
have an occupational trust-based
scheme, 38% have a GPP and

56%

Now

38%

4%

2%

4% use a master trust.
62%

60%

45%

5 years

13%

58%

39%

3%

%
0

20

40

Given the pace of change in the DC market, we asked what structure schemes were
expecting to have in five years' time. Most of the respondents who are expecting
to change from an occupational trust-based scheme expect to head to master trusts
although there are some sponsors of occupational trust-based schemes who expect
to go to GPP. There are also some respondents with a GPP who want to head in the
‘opposite’ direction, moving to a master trust. This means the big story is the growth
of master trusts. If, as the survey suggests, they do become 13% of the DC market in
five years' time, that might amount to assets of perhaps £70bn. It could be even
higher than this given that nearly half of respondents said they had not really
considered moving to a master trust.
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The top three reasons that
respondents gave for moving

Chart 28 — What would be the main reason for a move away from
trust-based DC?

away from their current
occupational DC scheme

%
50

structure are:
•

Governance

•

Time and resources

•

Cost

41%
40
31%
28%

30

Other reasons quoted
include the lack of suitably
skilled trustees, small size of

20
12%

arrangements, and access to DC
flexibility options for members.

10

6%

0
Governance
requirements

When we are working with clients who decide they want to
move away from an occupational trust-based DC structure,
the advantages for selecting a master trust are several: there is
the potential for significant rationalisation and simplification in
their arrangements, for example; and they can wipe out all of
their ‘history’, transferring existing pots (without the need for
individual consents), leaving members in the ‘clean’ position of
having all their benefits (both past and future contributions)
in one place. And there is the potential to benefit from
economies of scale which can justify the creation of more
services for members, the ability to deliver ‘in scheme’
retirement income solutions, and the higher qualification level
of master trust trustees.
Interestingly, we are also seeing some employers move from
GPP solutions to master trust solutions. Many of these cases are
initiated by the employer who:
• wishes to see stronger monitoring of the investment strategies
• prefers a clean slate which allows future investment fund
changes to be made without relying on employee consent
• wants to have more input into the communication with
their employees

DC delegated investment services
For those who do not want to move to master trust but do want
to outsource their governance burden, the emergence of the
DC delegated market is providing a solution. We expect to see
further growth in this area.

Time and
Cost of running
resources needed
DC plan
for operating
DC plan

Lack of suitable
skilled trustees

Other

Changing platform providers
Looking at the smallest amount of structural change for those
who want to stay with an occupational trust-based scheme,
11% of respondents are thinking about changing their platform
provider before their next auto-enrolment re-enrolment date
(which is not far off for those who auto-enrolled early in the
process). We are seeing some dissatisfaction with platform
providers (often caused by poor performance in relation to
auto-enrolment obligations) and we see this as the main reason
a review is commenced. However, when a review is started
it may look beyond the platform provider into the broader
question of the overall governance approach.
The market is moving fast in terms of what the platform
providers are offering, particularly in relation to administration,
service levels and retirement flexibilities. We expect to see
winners and losers emerge in this area and for providers to make
decisions on whether they want to invest in the UK corporate
pensions market.

Key governance issues
To summarise:
• Get the governance structure right for the time and
skillsets available
• Measure the things that will actually contribute to
better member outcomes
• Test proposals for change against the scheme
objectives and measures
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Ten years is a long time
in DC pensions
We have been running surveys like this for many years, so we looked at the 2005
findings to identify similarities and differences. The biggest difference was in the size
of the DC schemes, which have grown massively in the last ten years. But there were

DC schemes have grown
dramatically in number,
members and assets since
our surveys started.

also differences in relation to take-up rates, where auto-enrolment has had a big
impact, and the approach to DC investments.
Equally there were a lot of similarities in the areas of concern, including how to
measure success.

The recent milestones in DC
2005
 Move towards
lifestyle strategies

2008
 First DC guidance

2011

2014

 Abolition of default

 Start pensions

retirement age

from tPR

freedom

2006

2012

2015

 Trustee knowledge and

 Start auto-enrolment

 75bps charge

2010

understanding
 No requirement for AVCs
 Introduction of AA & LTA

 Increase in
minimum

 End DC contracting

cap

 DC code from tPR

pension age
from 50 to 55

Scheme size
The total saved in DC assets has risen about sevenfold in the last decade.
The average size of DC schemes has also grown dramatically. In 2005 we divided
schemes below £50m into seven categories and had only one category for schemes
above £50m. In 2015 we had two categories below £50m and four categories above
£50m. The proportion of schemes above £50m rose from 9% in 2005 to 48% in 2015.

2005

£50m
or more
9%
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2015

Less than
£50m
91%

£50m
or more
48%

Less than
£50m
52%

Overall the level of contributions

Chart 29 — Level of contributions

has increased between 2005
and 2014. However, as more

2005:

11% or more

5% to 10%

Less than 5%

smaller companies fall within the

2014:

11% or more

5% to 10%

Less than 5%

auto-enrolment net, we expect
schemes offering auto-enrolment

%
100
15%

15%

17%

60%

58%

25%

25%

minimum contribution levels
to increase the proportion

40%

80

averaging contributions of less
than 5%.

60
62%
40
60%
20
23%
0
2005
employer

2005
employee

2014
employer

2014
employee

Source: Office for National Statistics
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Concerns in 2005
Many of the concerns expressed in 2005 (both the investment and
non-investment concerns) look dishearteningly familiar. However, the
solutions for dealing with them have become much more sophisticated.
Remember in 2005 exciting new developments included:
• The movement from managed or balanced funds to lifestyle strategies
• The ability to cease providing AVC facilities
• The requirement for trustees to consider their own trustee knowledge
and understanding

Chart 30 — Top five non-investment concerns in 2005
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in the pension
scheme

Low take-up
of the scheme
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with new
legislation

Costs of
professional
advice

Chart 31 — Top five investment concerns in 2005
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Low returns
on current
investment
options

Discomfort with
the volatility
of equities

Balance of
active and
passive
funds not
optimal

Greater choice
in investment
options needed

• We still have big issues with member engagement but today’s apps,
modellers and personalised information are much more sophisticated.
Some of the relatively simple ideas around in 2005 to improve
engagement remain effective – such as a total reward statement to show
members the amount of the employer contribution.

DC concerns not much
changed in 10 years — but
solutions are now more
complex and need to be
tailored to membership.

• New legislation was a big issue in 2005, with A-Day just around the
corner in 2006. This was dwarfed by the legislative changes in 2015
with Freedom and Choice.
• 
Poor manager performance can be dealt with a lot more quickly and
efficiently than in 2005 through the use of white-labelled funds.

Chart 32 — Top five choices for improving communications in 2005

In 2005 the top item to improve
communications was to

%

simplify the technical language.

60

Unfortunately, since 2005 the
legislation has made pensions

55%

50

language even worse — we all
hate the word decumulation.

40

36%

Also, the amount of decision-

32%

making required of a DC

31%

30

26%

member has increased. So in
the industry we have to work

20

even harder at making sure our
communications are simple,

10

interactive and targeted.
0

Back in 2005, managing the

by communicating with

Produce more
interactive
communications

Use case study
examples

Segmented
communication

Tailor
communications
to individual
members

Chart 33 — Priorities over next 12 months in 2005

legislative changes was top
of the priority list, followed
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70%
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Looking forward —
more change to come
We do not believe the current period of change has reached
a conclusion. We still expect to see significant changes in the

Growth in delegation
Investments are often considered to be where we should focus

next few years with:

members’ engagement but in practice over 90% of members

•

either pick the default or fall into it. So we need to make the

continuing development of retirement income options

• ongoing changes to legislation, in particular potentially
major changes in relation to pensions tax
• the potential for the Pensions Regulator and the FCA to
level the playing field between types of DC scheme
•

a potential secondary annuity market

We are expecting big strides forward in best practice for
measuring, monitoring and improving outcomes so that
schemes can demonstrate how they are helping their
members achieve better outcomes. This will require progress
in the areas of member engagement and support, investment
structures, access to benefits and governance models.

Making engagement engaging
Members do not naturally engage with pensions on a regular
basis and perhaps we should not expect them to. However,
they do engage with their finances and money on a much
more frequent basis. If we can weave pensions into that
overall financial review then perhaps we can raise levels of
pension engagement.

default work as well as possible for as many as possible — those
who we describe as Do it for me. We then need to provide
suitable choice for those who say I can do it and I want full
control. Products are changing rapidly and regular review of
the default and investment options will be required. This is an
area where we expect to see delegation grow as DC catches
up with — and may even overtake — the delegated DB market.

Access to freedom
How members choose to take their benefits will also develop
as the Freedom and Choice agenda becomes more mature.
We expect to see gradual changes in behaviour as fewer
members will have DB pensions as part of their overall
pension portfolio. Once DC becomes the main pension for a
member’s retirement, then the purchase of annuities — albeit
at an older age — may start to return. It is clear that members
want security and stability of their retirement income — just
remember not to call it an annuity!

Getting the right operational model
How to create the best structure to achieve DC goals

That was the thinking behind our financial aggregation

will remain a developing area. There will be a spectrum

platform, BigBlue, which gives members easy access to a

of approaches in terms of the level of bundling and of

range of workplace pension savings tools, advice and

delegation. We recognise that one size does not fit all

information, as well as direct links to their other savings and

and have developed solutions for clients across the

investments — all in one online platform.

range — from Aon’s DC Delegated Investment Services
for occupational trust-based schemes to The Aon

This empowers members to have greater flexibility over their

MasterTrust and the Aon GPP, BigBlue Touch.

finances, giving them a better chance of improving their own
outcomes and pointing them towards advice at the moments

This survey predicts the significant growth of master trusts

they need it.

and we expect to be part of that.
We look forward to testing these conclusions in a future survey.
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